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From the HI-MACS® Marmo Collection

The new Aurora Colours are inspired by the natural beauty of the Northern Lights.

In brilliant waves over the sky the vibrant flow of Aurora Borealis is captured in these tones.

With the semi-translucency of the colours Pavia and Aurora Cotton you can play with

light effects giving dramatic results to integrate this natural phenomenon to your interior design.

The new Aurora Colours - an evolution of the Marmo Collection - combine aesthetics inspired by

nature with all the benefits of the latest generation solid surface HI-MACS®: 

The completely non-porous material, which can be thermoformed allowing curved shaping,

also allows for seamless surfaces and is easy to repair and clean.

The basic HI-MACS® material is identical for every colour but it is important to note that darker and more heavily pigmented colours will show
dust, scratches, haziness, marks left by hard water and other ordinary wear and tear more noticeably than lighter textured colours.
Therefore colours marked with are less suitable for applications that are exposed to extensive surface contact such as worktops located in heavy traffic area.

Marmo is a randomly veined product, specific fabrication guidelines need to be followed. Ask your sales partner for more information or visit himacs.eu.

Colours with this mark have a semi-translucent effect, evident when combined with light sources. * Aurora Colours are available in 12× 760 ×3680 mm.

Pavia  M603   (12mm)    Aurora Cotton  M615   (12mm) Aurora Bianco  M606   (12mm)

Aurora Torano  M601   (12mm)Aurora Grey  M608   (12mm)Aurora Blanc  M617   (12mm)

Aurora Umber  M614   (12mm)Aurora Bisque  M612   (12mm) Sanremo  M605   (12mm)
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Full sheet image

A pristine and soft-white marble tone

with translucent properties.

Whether effectively backlit or simply illuminated,

Pavia will always add an elegant touch with spectacular designs. 

Pavia 

 M603
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Inspired by the richness and warmth of cotton texture

and with translucent properties,

a cloudy sky resemblance which is an excellent combination

with bright and warm-toned interiors.

Aurora Cotton
 M615 

Full sheet image



It reflects the soft and mysterious

beauty of natural marble pattern

but also adds some inspiration from the aurora

seen in the Polar Regions.

Aurora Bianco
 M606
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Full sheet image

Image credits : ©Studio Podrini
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An evocative bright and white on white shade.

Its gentle and subtle veined pattern

will blend harmoniously with a variety of interiors.

Aurora Blanc
 M617 

Full sheet image
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A grey toned pearl finish to bring a snowy sky

from the Nordic regions to your interior design.

Aurora Grey 

 M608

Full sheet image
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The thicker and stronger veins give

interiors a character feel.

Aurora Torano 

 M601

Full sheet image
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A natural warm-toned colour with

cream and brown veins.

Perfect in combination with natural materials.

Aurora Bisque
 M612 

Full sheet image
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An earthy and eye-catching bold colour,

which is perfect for adding vibrant accents to your designs.

Combine its warm tone with

deep browns for a vivid, earthy palette.

Aurora Umber
 M614 

Full sheet image



Sanremo, as a night sky from the Nordic Regions,

brings some contrast with its dramatic black veined

pattern for an unambiguous look.

Sanremo
 M605

Full sheet image



HI-MACS® Natural Acrylic Stone™ and HI-MACS Exteria® are registered trademarks of
LG Hausys Europe GmbH. All other trademarks and product names are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective rights owners. The information contained in this brochure is
intended to be for information only and can be amended at any time without prior notification.

©2020. LG Hausys Europe GmbH. All rights reserved.

Please feel free to contact us
for further information.
HI-MACS®. Because Quality Wins.

European Headquarters :
LG Hausys Europe GmbH

Lyoner Str. 15
60528 Frankfurt
Germany
info@himacs.eu 

To find the contact for your region,
please visit our website.

himacs.eu




